
Activity 4 i Deliiivelyy Melcaniimn Reloryt uttiiiel 

Iimtytctrim: 

This research and its fndinns can be conducted by an expert or staf member(s) from one or more 
ornanizatons on behalf of one or a nroup of anencies. The approach and noals in a partcular context 
may require adjustments to the followinn outline and fnal report. 

In neneral, this report should atempt to answer the followinn questons and can be adapted as 
necessary to do so:  

 What  delivery  mechanisms  are  available  and  potentally  appropriate  for  this
humanitarian response?

 What delivery mechanisms are available but likely not appropriate for this humanitarian
response?

 Will any renulatory consideratons afect humanitarian pronram desinn?

uttiiiel

I. Introducton 

A. Methodolony  

Explain the process used to gather informaton   whether Delivery Guide or other tools were 
employed, desk review and key informant discussions, other regulatons reviewed, etc.   

B. General humanitarian context 

Extent or topline efects of the emergency, displacement at the tme of writng or typical hazards
and preparedness context for pre-crisis assessments. 

C. Past humanitarian cash transfer pronrams 

What mechanisms were used, providers’ experience with humanitarian cash programs and if any
major changes have occurred since (e.g. MNO buyouts, new market entrants, signifcant 
changes in regulatory environment) 

II. Payments Landscape 

A. Key players, policies renulatons 

KYC regulatons and how they could afect humanitarian programs (documentaton required, 
whether potental benefciaries have access to this documentaton), transacton or wallet limits, 
licensing and e-money regulatons and how these afect available service providers. Regulatons 
on savings and credit and fnancial transacton processing (i.e. clearing and interoperability 
issues). Natonal fnancial inclusion strategies or eforts and how humanitarian cash could ft 
with these. 



B. Natonal level delivery mechanisms and service providers

Range of delivery mechanisms (prepaid cards, mobile money, money transfer 
operators/remitance agencies/over-the-counter operators, banks and other physical cash 
providers, e-vouchers, MFIs, savings groups and cooperatves) available countrywide, with 
detailed informaton on each if available, and range of providers for each mechanism.

C. Tarnet area delivery mechanisms and service providers

Specifc optons or limitatons in afected areas, including payments infrastructure/ecosystem 
informaton available for all regions surveyed. Add sectons for diferent surveyed regions of 
interventon. 

III. Conclusions 

A. Recommendatons for all implementnn anencies

It is not expected that these recommendatons would highlight a single service provider. Rather, 
this secton can refect on overall ecosystem optons, general user preferences, accessibility 
challenges that should be considered when selectng a delivery mechanism/provider. Could 
include program adaptatons to contextual challenges and/or actons for cash coordinaton 
bodies to pursue (i.e. KYC advocacy, organizing provider fair) 

B. Renion-specifc recommendatons

C. Areas requirinn additonal follow up 

This could include community advocacy, regulatons that are subject to change or areas for 
individual agencies to research in more depth before selectng a provider. 

IV. Annexes 

A. Comparison chart 
A chart like the below can be included in the report or as an annex to help practtoners quickly 
compare available optons and recommendatons. This format can be expanded or adapted as 
preferred. 
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